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ABSTRACT:
It cannot be said that aquaculture has ignored sustainable development (SD), judging by the
number of standards, guides and indicators devoted to it, produced mainly under the aegis of
international organizations such as FAO, The European Union and some NGOs. However, these
continue to be perceived in large measure as constraints rather than as shared objectives by
actors. Faced with this situation, which is not specific to aquaculture but on the contrary quite
general regardless of sector, context or scale, the authors seek to propose a generic approach
that through a collective process, i.e. a co-construction, promotes the implementation and
appropriation of SD. What makes this approach original is not only the participatory nature of
the construction, but also the regional nature of the approach which includes both aquaculture
systems and their host area. It is based on a selection process that nests principles, criteria and
linking indicators to the actors’ issues and representations, encourages their appropriation of
both SD and the indicators produced. This approach is the fruit of fieldworks undertaken by a
group of French researchers in partnership with teams of scientists and actors in France, in
Europe and in Southern countries (Cameroon, Indonesia and Philippines). Aquaculture systems,
representative of a broad range of farming systems and governance mechanisms, were studied.
Designed in a form of an instruction manual that is as flexible as possible, the approach
alternates various sequences in order to modulate the range and the involvement of stakeholders
and to emphasise the collective learning process. In this paper, the authors first present the
postulates which underlie the adaptive and participatory nature of the approach and then outline
the linking phases. They conclude with some of the results obtained from the implementation of
the method.

INTRODUCTION
Considered marginal compared with fisheries until the 1970s (except in China),
aquaculture started to develop rapidly from the 1980s. With 66.750 million tonnes
produced in 2006 [3], it now represents half of the aquatic resource production destined
for human consumption (120 million tonnes) and tends to compete with fisheries
production. Initially, aquaculture created the hope of a technological, nutritional and
economic blue revolution. The negative impacts of farming systems and their poorlycontrolled intensification process on the environment and on local populations have
tarnished its image and led to several crises. Nonetheless, aquaculture development has
also led to multiple innovations and adaptations, allowing it to overcome site and
market constraints and move towards farming practices that are more environmentally
friendly, more mindful of social impacts and better integrated. Aquaculture now faces
two major challenges: 1) Satisfy the growing global demand for aquatic products and 2)
Develop towards sustainability. Faced with such challenges, it is essential to assist and
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facilitate the development and/or the evolution of the sector towards more sustainable
aquaculture systems. Hence, a group of French researchers in partnership with teams of
scientists and actors in France, in Europe and in Southern countries (Cameroon,
Indonesia and Philippines) worked on the construction of a co-construction approach to
building indicators which is procedural, adaptive and participatory, studying
aquaculture systems, representative of a broad range of farming systems and
governance mechanisms. The approach aims to promote collective learning in order to
implement a sustainable aquaculture. It is built on a generic foundation of principles,
criteria and indicators established from a wide diversity of aquaculture systems and
countries. It allows appropriate indicators to be chosen by defining combinations and
associations that are adapted to each situation. Building indicators for the sustainable
development of aquaculture must be perceived not simply as setting up a monitoring
system but as an opportunity to define the challenges of sustainable aquaculture
development collectively and at various scales. Lessons must be drawn from the many
efforts to build sustainable development indicators, often unsuccessfully and resulting,
both in aquaculture and in other areas, in “graveyards” of indicators and observatories.
The postulate underlying the present approach is that a good indicator is an indicator
that is used. Hence, when building indicators their use must be kept in mind. But in
order to be used, they must make sense to the actors, which implies that the latter are
involved in and discuss not only the indicators or the monitoring variables but also the
objectives guiding the implementation of sustainable development. In this paper, the
authors first present the postulates which underlie the adaptive and participatory nature
of the approach and then outline the linking phases. They conclude with some of the
results obtained from the implementation of the method.
THE POSTULATES OF AN ADAPTIVE AND PARTICIPATORY NATURE
THE APPROACH
Postulate 1: An indicator is not just a measuring tool
The driving force of the approach suggested here is to integrate the multiple functions of
the indicators which are the key tools of any evaluation approach in sustainable
development. These indicators give the situation (state) or the trend of a variable. Hence,
they are traditionally considered as a measuring tool. However, looking at the definition
of an indicator shows that all indicators also fulfil an inventory function, highlighting
the variable, amongst other possibilities, that must be monitored. It establishes priorities
between variables and identifies “models” or “representations” of the important factors
to be taken into consideration. Also the indicators can become promotional tools
through strategic communication approaches. Building indicators for the sustainable
development of aquaculture must be perceived not simply as setting up a monitoring
system but as an opportunity to define the challenges of sustainable aquaculture
development collectively and at various scales.
Postulate 2: As implementing sustainable development is an innovative process, it is
based on organizational learning and a specific co-construction approach.
The implementation of sustainable development implies profound changes in
production and consumption methods, in ways of thinking and in the objectives to be
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achieved. A new way of representing society is being developed and therefore a new
frame of reference must be adopted. Argyris and Schön [1] in their book on
organizational learning distinguish between simple changes related to practices or
actions (single loop learning) and those which involve changes to the fundamental rules
and norms underlying action and behaviour (double loop learning). The changes in
values brought about by sustainable development imply a development of "metiers"
which concerns not only the way of working but also the objectives and the image of
the activity. It is therefore important to promote openness and participation as a broader
range of stakeholders increases the multiplicity of representations and, in order to
facilitate their convergence, requires that the implicit reference frameworks adopted by
the actors be transparent.
Postulate 3: The co-construction approach to building indicators promotes
organizational learning and helps dialogue.
It should be recalled that the distinctive innovative nature of sustainable development as
a new mode of production implies a learning process to build a new related reference
framework and related norms. This learning process requires a reflexivity process
between actors. Many evaluations of sustainable development indicators stress the role
of dialogue support and of mediation in the collective development of these indicators.
The co construction approach to building indicators can then constitute a “deliberative
and participatory construction” system [10] where the lists of indicators are not only
end-products of information systems but also "intermediate objects" used to define a
reference framework and a common project for sustainable development, in the sense
that they are progressively created and that they promote dialogue. The co construction
process suggested is a tool to coordinate and accompany the approach and to share
information and knowledge relating to sustainable development. It builds more
generally on processes of action research, research in partnership or collaborative
research which lead to a wide range of implementation methods.
Postulate 4: The co construction approach is an opportunity and often generates
organizational innovation.
The co construction approach to building a system of sustainable development
indicators is a way to create new standards in a decentralised way within a group of
actors. It is no longer the optimum which is sought but a compromise and this is reached
by a dynamic process of progressive adjustment. This type of approach where practices
which are considered to be positive or innovative are institutionalised is more likely to
suit the diversity of actors’ values [2]. They then have an opportunity to air their
specificities and their constraints and improve the design of the standard. This also
provides an opportunity to develop the image of the profession. Such a pro-active
approach to sustainable development can also help to place the industry within more
global approaches to sustainable development implementation, such as national sectoral
approaches, international ecolabels or local agenda 21 strategies. In this way, this
approach constitutes a facilitating element for the inclusion of the activity into
integrated management systems and local planning.
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THE DIFFERENT PHASES OF THE APPROACH AND THE USE OF A PCI
APPROACH
A guide to the co-construction of sustainable development indicators in aquaculture has
been constructed with actors, based on PCI. This type of approach is used for
connecting indicators and interacting individual, collective and scientific knowledge.
The major role played by institutional conditions and innovations should however be
noted for achieving this type of innovation as it can only be developed and operated if
structures, which facilitate the learning process and transform knowledge into local
useable know-how have been implemented [4,5,8].
The different phases and stages of the approach
The use of the generic foundation is based on three phases and ten chronological stages
which, depending on the case, follow from specific work by the pioneering group or
from participatory work by the stakeholders. The pioneering group refers to the team
(often small in size, sometimes a single person) in charge of facilitating and coordinating the development of indicators, either as the initiator of the approach or
because they have been given the task. As specified previously, the co construction
approach suggested here is based on a mode of interaction between the members of the
pioneering group and the stakeholders involved, which is deliberately flexible and light.
It is possible to imagine closer action-research partnerships in the future. The loop
suggested here can then be extended becoming the first loop of a spiral where several
loops follow one another. This image of a spiral is often used to illustrate a procedural
and interactive process, particularly when the learning function is determinant.
Figure 1 shows the links between phases and stages. Three phases set the pace for the
implementation of the suggested approach (fig. 1.):
 a preparatory phase (four stages) which tends to be cognitive and comprehensive
 a principle and criteria selection phase, which is at the heart of the approach
(three stages) and tends to be comprehensive and participatory
 a validation phase (three stages) which may be described as participatory,
reflexive and cognitive.

Fig. 1. Implementation process for the co construction approach
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This implementation process represents an indicative route map which can be amended
depending on requirements. The relative weight of the three major phases (as well as the
stages within each phase) may differ according to the context and the area. In particular,
they may be undertaken in more or less depth, depending on:
 the level of prior knowledge that the pioneering group has of the aquaculture
systems for which sustainable development indicators are being designed
(variation depending on the information factor);
 the level and the types of institutional structure and organization of the
aquaculture sector and of their relationship with the exploited areas (variation
depending on the governance context).
These two aspects may suggest different variations in the application of the suggested
approach. In fact, the information factor will determine the importance of preliminary
surveys and the need to strengthen the preparation phase, whilst the governance factor
will determine how to organize actors' involvement in the process and will principally
affect the selection and validation phases. Changes might also be contemplated
according to distance and the geographical dispersion of the actors. If the actors are too
widespread, it may be necessary to reduce or cancel collective meetings and replace
them with bilateral discussions. Such a situation would necessarily require
strengthening the involvement of the pioneering group, which would play an increased
role in facilitation and in transmitting information and opinions that are put forward.
Finally, it must be stressed that the phases and stages are presented in a linear fashion so
as to show the linkages between the stages and to facilitate the comprehension of the
approach from an educational point of view. However, the stages are interactive in the
sense that retroactive loops can occur with some of the elements which have already
been defined in previous stages having to be re-assessed depending on the results
achieved at a given time. The process is not set in stone and can develop along the way
both in its implementation methods and its objectives.
The Principles, Criteria and Indicators (PCI) approach
Using a cascading approach (fig. 2.) requires first the definition of the principles
expressing the values and issues that underlie sustainability. These principles are then
expressed through criteria corresponding to the variables that are appropriate to express
these principles (monitoring of states) and to the “forcing” variables that determine the
impacts on sustainability (monitoring of interactions). Finally, indicators are the tools
used to measure these variables in the form of indices and threshold values which
depend on available information and on the social acceptance of the standards they
establish. This nesting chain allows for a “traceability” of indicators which then
promotes their adoption. The following figure presents this nesting and the types of
analyses that were carried out to design the generic basis underlying the PCI.

Fig. 2. Simplified presentation of the nesting of principles, criteria and indicators
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The 13 principles identified (table I) derive from the identification of the major
challenges faced by aquaculture, based on two complementary and interactive
approaches:
 Taking into account the representations of producers and stakeholders in
aquaculture systems concerning both aquaculture and the possible and
desirable ways to develop towards sustainable aquaculture,
 Analysing international and national standards represented by existing
sustainable aquaculture reference frameworks, and by the recommendations
for the implementation of sustainable aquaculture formulated by international
organizations, research institutes, professional organizations or NGOs related
to the sector or to aquatic ecosystems [6].
Table I: Aquaculture sustainable development principles by dimension of
sustainabilityii
Technicoeconomic
dimension

P6- Increase the capacity to cope with uncertainties and crises
P7- Strengthen the long term future of exploitations
P2- Develop approaches which promote quality
P3- Ensure that natural resources and the environmental carrying capacity are respected.
Environment P4- Improve the ecological yield of the activity
al dimension P5- Protect biodiversity and respect animal well-being
P1- Contribute to meet nutritional needs
Social
P8- Strengthen sectoral organization and identity
dimension
P9- Strengthen companies' social investment
P10- Strengthen the role of aquaculture in local development
Institutional P11- Promote participation and governance
dimension
P12- Strengthen research and sector-related information
P13- Strengthen the role of the State and of public actors in putting sustainable development
into place

The criteria suggested for each of the thirteen principles identified are listed. It is
recommended to set up a standardised numbering system to facilitate classification and
links between criteria and principles. The criteria are deliberately simplified to help the
memorisation process. They are complemented by a section containing observations
specifying their scope. Two columns, respectively S for sector and T for territory
(region), refer to the scales and specify whether a criteria refers to the sustainability of
aquaculture farms and/or to the contribution that these systems make to the
sustainability of the regions where they operate.
A list of indicators corresponding to each criteria (from 1 to 5 indicators) and to each
type of approach to sustainability (sectoral and territorial) is established and validated
by the actors through interviews and working groups. In total, this involved 188 actors,
of whom 70 were producers, 25 were actors in the value chain, 19 represented civil
society (NGOs, associations) and 74 belonged to various administrative services. This
list constitutes a reference check-list (13 principles, 81 criteria and 234 indicators)
whose purpose is to facilitate the choice of sustainable development criteria and
indicators whatever the system. It is possible as required, by using multiple
combinations, to produce various functions of the elements within this list. The sub-sets
of principles, criteria and indicators selected in each of the sites attest to the various
make-ups associating 8 to 11 principles, for a number of criteria ranging between 19
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and 36 whilst there are between 27 and 87 indicators. This initial common reference
framework facilitates comparisons and correlations. A number of similarities emerge in
the choices made in the six aquaculture systems studied. It should be stressed again that
these correspond to very different aquaculture systems both in their characteristics and
in their development paths and states of the aquaculture value chain. Thus, there are 28
criteria common to at least four of the six systems within the 46 criteria concerning the
sustainability of the aquaculture enterprises and 13 common criteria among the 27
selected to convey aquaculture’s contribution to territorial sustainability. The criteria
selected in several sites and/or mentioned by the main reference frameworks, in
particular the European Consensus reference framework [11], are highlighted in bold
text in the check-list in order to increase their chance of being selected and hence to
strengthen this feature of convergence.
SOME RESULTS OF THE IMPLEMENTATION STAGE
Applying the approach to six aquaculture systems, deliberately diversified in terms of
technique, species, territorial type and regulatory system, enabled its functionality to be
validated and generated results at several scales.
Sustainability diagnoses at the scale of each aquaculture system
At the level of each aquaculture system, the implementation of the co-construction
approach made it possible to establish diagnoses of assets and constraints in relation to
sustainable development and sometimes showed different profiles according to the type
and size of enterprises. Once a list of indicators for each of the selected criteria has been
established, they must be measured in order to produce a diagnosis and set up
monitoring. The method used to measure indicators depends on their quantitative or
qualitative nature and on the availability and reliability of necessary data. Data used to
build indicators can come from several sources (existing institutional and standardised
databases; specific data collection: surveys or centralisation of information gathered
from different types of actors; construction of standard sectoral or regional accounts;
estimations based on expert opinion). Due to their innovative nature, sustainable
development indicators cannot always benefit from existing information systems.
However, it must be stressed that it is not the measured value (the datum) that is the
indicator, but rather its relative position on a scale indicating graduation thresholds or
classes that express sustainable development. Therefore, this final approach by
sustainability class leads to the recommendation that efforts should be focused on
widening the range of measured indicators rather than improving the precision of actual
measurements. Indicator measurement is based on the transformation of all quantitative
and qualitative data into classes organized in increasing order with respect to
sustainability objectives.
The analysis of the number of criteria selected, as a function of the dimension and
taking into account the cleavage between a sectoral conception of aquaculture centred
on the enterprise (46 selected criteria) and a territorially-integrated approach (27
criteria), led to some interesting findings, in particular the preponderance of enterprisebased criteria. Thus, although the sectoral criteria are quite evenly distributed across the
various dimensions, the territorial or area-based approach is particularly related to the
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environment (carrying capacity) especially as regards the institutional dimension and
the economic dimension with respect to the adaptive capacity of enterprises. It should
be noted that some principles were rarely selected, in particular those of biodiversity
protection, respect for animal well-being and social investment of enterprises.
Participation, governance and quality promotion were also mentioned relatively little
although the quality approach is often the way in which to engage the social
responsibility of enterprises and to implement sustainable development though
marketing certification standards and schemes (table II).
This indicates that they considered this project on the sustainable development of
aquaculture as an actual management tool that can lead to an improvement of their
aquaculture systems. This is fundamentally different from the approaches undertaken in
the contexts of labels or standards, where the emphasis is laid on assets rather than on
weaknesses.
The detailed analysis of the criteria selection approach showed a tendency for producers
to select sectoral criteria whereas stakeholders, especially institutional actors, tended to
select territorially-based criteria. This difference justifies the need to use a collective
approach with a broad range of actors in order to fulfil the need for a cross-sectional
vision and the integration of all the dimensions of sustainable development; this goes
beyond the participatory conditions advocated by sustainable development approaches.
Table II: Number of criteria selected by the 6 sites according to the principles and
dimensions of sustainable
Environment
Ensure that natural resources
and
the
environmental
carrying
capacity
are
respected
Improve the ecological yield
of the activity
Protect
biodiversity
and
respect animal well-being
Social
Contribute to meet nutritional
needs
Strengthen
sectoral
organization and identity
Strengthen companies' social
investment

Sector

Territorial

4

5

4

1

1

1

5

3

6

1

1

0

Economic
Increase the capacity to cope
with uncertainties and crises

Strengthen the long term future
of exploitations
Develop approaches which
promote quality
Institutional
Strengthen
the
role
of
aquaculture
in
local
development
Promote
participation
and
governance
Strengthen research and sectorrelated information
Strengthen the role of the State
and of public actors in putting
sustainable development into
place

Sector

Territori
-al

6

5

5

0

2

1

2

4

1

3

5

0

4

3

Furthermore, through the significance given to the governance dimension and its
participatory character, this approach has highlighted the organizational conditions for
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the appropriation of such a sustainable development policy. Thus, several individual or
collective learning approaches may be identified, with reference to Agyris and Schön’s
learning process [1]. In many cases, working groups have not only brought actors closer
together but have also generated requests for institutionalisation of these dialogue
mechanisms. In this innovation approach framework (in which the social character
becomes central), the multiple and complex relationships existing between innovation
and learning will be examined [7].
Comparing sustainability diagnoses at the scale of each aquaculture system
Comparing sustainability profiles at the level of global principles and for both the
sectoral and territorial-based approaches shows several types of profile (fig. 3. and 4.).
Mediterranean

Brittany

P13
P12
P11

P3
5
4
3
2
1
0

P4
5,0
4,0
3,0
2,0
1,0
0,0

P3
5,0
P13

P4

P4

P12

1,0

P6
P7

P9

P13

3,0

P5

P10

P5

-1,0
P8

P2
P8

Cameroon

P6

P1

P6

P12

P1

P7

P10

P1

P8

P2

Tangkit

Philippines

P13

P12

P3
5,0
4,0
3,0
2,0
1,0
0,0

P9

P13

P6

P13

P4

3,0
P12
P7

P1

P3
5,0

Cirata

P10

P5

1,0
-1,0

P6

P8

P7
P1

P2

P12

P3
5,0
4,0
3,0
2,0
1,0
0,0

P4
P5

P10

P6

P8

P7
P1

P2

P8

Fig. 3. Comparing area sustainability measures by principle at sector level
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Mediterranean

Brittany

P3
5
4
3
2
1
0

P13

Cameroon

P3
5,0
P6

P6
5,0

3,0

3,0

P13

P5
1,0

P13

1,0

-1,0

P11

P1

-1,0

P2
P10

P6
P11

P10

P10

P1
P1

Philippines

Tangkit

P5
5,0
P13

3,0
P13

1,0

P6
P11

-1,0

P10

P1

P3
5
4
3
2
1
0

P10

Cirata

P3
5
4
3
2
1
0

P4
P13
P6

P8

P11

P6

P1

P1

Fig. 4. Comparing area sustainability measures by principle at territory level
Three categories by area implying different methods of action can be noted:
1- One area with irregular profile (assets and constraints) but rather well located on
sustainability scale (Brittany)
2- Two areas with regular profiles (homogeneity of results) so without specific asset or
constraint (Mediterranean, Philippines)
3- Two areas with irregular profiles (assets and constraints) but rather poorly situated on
sustainability scale (Cameroon, Indonesia)
These results light the fact that it is possible that the systems which have met with
opposition, where the markets are sensitive to signs of quality and are very controlled,
are “ahead” in their search for a more sustainable mode of exploitation. This hypothesis
is consistent with a definition of sustainable development which emphasises control and
responsibility. Taking these aspects into account will progressively lead to changes in
profiles. The profile situation (rather well or poorly situated) corresponds to the same
hierarchies as the LCA… It goes against a representation based on the contrast between
intensive and extensive (results obtained in Brittany and in the Philippines reject the
“preconceived ideas” against intensive). In fact, LCA analyses questioned the paradigm
stating that intensive systems are less environment friendly than nature-like extensive
systems. The best scores (highest ecological efficiency and lowest impact on the
environment) were obtained for the industrial feed based farms in Brittany,
Mediterranean region and Indonesia, and the lowest scores for the enhanced natural
productivity based systems in Cameroon and the Philippines. This heterodox ranking
established on an environmental basis is nevertheless in good agreement with the results
of the multi-criteria evaluation. This finding seriously questions the well accepted
typology of aquaculture systems that is conventionally based on the degree on
intensification of the system.
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CONCLUSION
This paper has described how the co-construction protocol for sustainable development
indicators has been developed with actors, using participation and association structures
appropriate to each research phase. The PCI system on which is based the construction
of the approach represents an organizational innovation. This type of approach is used
for connecting indicators and interacting individual, collective and scientific knowledge.
The major role played by institutional conditions and innovations should however be
noted for achieving this type of innovation as it can only be developed and operated if
structures, which facilitate the learning process and transform knowledge into local
useable know-how have been implemented. The approach is therefore presented as a
guide [9] which has been deliberately designed to be as flexible as possible in order to
facilitate its use. It is in fact a kind of route map suggesting some co-ordinates as
obligatory control points whilst leaving some freedom as to possible routes between
these points and a wide choice of principles, criteria and indicators. It should be noted
that the generic framework in no way constitutes a “ready to use” list but rather a
reference framework where the most relevant principles, criteria and indicators can be
selected according to the challenges, the areas and the types of aquaculture concerned.
Finally, looking beyond aquaculture, the authors sought to be pragmatic and educational
throughout this guide, enabling the latter to be also a useful reference for regional
approaches to building sustainable development indicators relating to other activities or
to integrated approaches at the scale of a region. The conclusions of the project clearly
emphasise that the sustainable development should not be fractal, especially in view of
the contribution of the fish farms to their local, regional or national territory. It is also
strongly encouraged to pursue the approach pioneered in this project by taking into
account the services returned by and to aquatic ecosystems. The multi-level approach
that was implemented during EVAD, and in particular the principle approach was
adequate, since it permitted to broaden considerably a scope and vision that otherwise
would have been narrow-minded or restricted to the short term. These findings justify
the importance given to governance in the suggested approach, both in the
implementation method (governance of the indicator construction system promoting the
participatory dimension) and in the dimensions of sustainable development where
governance is integrated as the fourth dimension of sustainable development. One
original feature of this approach is that it can be implemented at different levels and in
different sectors. Thus in the Mediterranean, the approach has attracted the interest of
the General Fisheries Commission for the Mediterranean (GFCM-FAO) which
implemented the INDAM project in November 2008 (Co-production of INdicators for
sustainable development of Aquaculture and guidelines for their use in Mediterranean)
based on the methodology of SD indicator co-construction developed by the EVAD
project. Furthermore, the group of ewe’s milk cheese producers from Pyrénées
Atlantiques, which is moving towards sustainable development, wishes to adopt this
approach.
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